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Harm.



Less harm.



Goals for this webinar
1. Provide a framework for doing (less) no harm in global 

service-learning, volunteer programs, internships, and other 
short-term trips. 

2. Gain practical tools, approaches, and resources for vetting and 
engaging ethically with global service-learning, volunteer 
programs, internships, and other short-term trips. 



Defining terms
● Global Service-Learning | This is an intentionally designed 

cross-cultural experience that provides for a more responsible global 
citizen using hands-on experiences and reflection to aid the global 
community in its quest for a better tomorrow (Cornell Engaged 
Learning).

● Global Volunteer | This is any person donating their time to help 
others who has some form of agreement with an organisation. It 
refers to volunteers of any age or level of experience, long-term or 
short-term, working internationally or nationally, with allowances or 
not. It does not refer to community-based volunteers working without 
a formal structure or citizen activists (Better Care Network).



About Amizade
● Amizade is the Portuguese word for “friendship”
● Founded in Santarem, Brazil, 26 years ago as a volunteer vacations organization, then 

evolved into a GSL organization
● Staff of 10 in the US and over 35 around the world
● Have connected around 26,000 participants in over 20 communities
● Collaborate with over 100 education partners each year

● Universities and High Schools
● Government Agencies 
● Community Groups, Corporations, and Neighborhoods

● Globally known for responsible GSL programming, strong safety record, and 
development of fair trade learning



Our Strategic Focus to 
Improve the World
1. Link diverse networks
2. Increase empathy and civic engagement
3. Catalyze social action



Reasons people choose to volunteer 



The Model 
Pre-Immersion Immersion Re-Entry

● Expectation setting 
(breaking stereotypes and 
managing savior complex)

● Pre-departure orientations 
● Learning about 

community, culture, and 
travel

● Volunteering, community 
engagement, and 
coursework

● Family and community 
sensitization/preparation 

● Community organizing 
and sensitization

● Logistical preparation

● Travel
● Community engagement 

and volunteering
● Community forums and 

discussions
● Introduces volunteers to 

diverse networks and 
complex issues

● Group dynamics and 
bonding

● Step out of comfort zone 
and try new things

● Reflection 

● Social action projects
● Advocacy and 

engagement projects
● Reflection 
● Project follow-up and 

sustainability 
● Monitoring and evaluation



Out of Classroom Education Spending 

A LARGE SHARE OF THIS 
INEQUITY IS OUR WORK.

Source: Duncan and Murnane, “Wither 
Opportunity” 2011



“I know that your 
students are going back 
to the USA and putting 
on their resumes that 
they served in Jamaica 
for a few weeks, and 
getting better jobs as a 
result. What are we 
supposed to put on our 
resumes, that we hung 
out with white people 
for a few weeks? That’s 
not going to get us better 
jobs.”

- Mr. Mathias Brown, 
JP - March 2010 



REASONS FOR THE 
CREATION OF 

FAIR TRADE LEARNING.

2,800,000,000



Doing Harm
2010 - Three major issues emerge

1. Commodification of volunteering
2. Community partners are requesting more 

reciprocity
3. No sector oversight, with particular concern 

in the rise of “orphanage tourism” and 
unskilled medical volunteering



Volunteer Provider Spectrum

Less Ethical More Ethical

● Focus on profit
● Often chases disasters/poverty
● Not community-driven
● Lacks sustainability 
● Uninterested in solidarity 
● Lacks ethical compass
● Lacks evaluation

● Focus on education/development 
outcomes

● Longer-term partnerships
● Community-driven
● Focus on long-term solidarity 
● Adheres to ethical principles 
● Has robust monitoring and 

evaluation



Creating Fair Trade Learning

● Became inspired by fair trade applications to 
coffee

● Consulted and worked with hundreds of 
community leaders and academics all over the 
world to imagine a response

● Created a set of “ideals” to help guide us in how we 
set up partnerships and programs

● Spent the last 7 years preaching FTL



Defining Fair Trade Learning

1. Reciprocity: FTL prioritizes reciprocity in relationships 
through cooperative, cross-cultural participation in 
learning, service, and civil society efforts.

2. Transparency: FTL encourages global engagement 
experiences be rooted in open and clear dialogue about 
the intersection of money and mutual learning. 

3. Equity and Justice: FTL explicitly engages the global 
civil society role of educational exchange in fostering a 
more just, equitable, and sustainable world.



Using the FTL Rubric (Sample)

Indicator Ideal Advanced Intermediate Entry 

Recruitment & 
Publications

Recruitment 
materials serve 

educative 
function; Shaping 
expectations for 

ethical 
engagement

Writers, 
photographers, 
web developers, 
etc., understand 

and express 
responsible 

social mission 
via materials

Recruitment 
materials portray 

diverse scenes 
and interactions

Recruitment 
materials reproduce 

stereotypical and 
simplistic portrayals 

of community 
members



THE BRAZIL ONE FOR 
ONE PROGRAM
A creative use of FTL.



GHANA FTL FAILURE
An embarrassing story.



Moving Forward: Resources
● Vital Content

○ “To Hell with Good Intentions” Ivan Illich
● Websites

○ The Community-Based Global Learning Collaborative: https://compact.org/global-sl/
○ Comhlamh: https://comhlamh.org/
○ Liberating Structures (for reflection and collaboration): http://www.liberatingstructures.com/

● Books
○ Hoping to Help - Judith Lasker
○ Community-Based Global Learning - Eric Hartman
○ Learning Service - Daniela Papi-Thorton

● Social media accounts
○ White Savior Barbie
○ Responsible-Volunteering

https://compact.org/global-sl/
https://comhlamh.org/
http://www.liberatingstructures.com/


5 Practical Things You Can Do To 
Ensure No Harm In Volunteering
1. Only engage in community-driven partnerships | The concept of community is complicated, but if 

you’re not invited (or not inviting others) to a community, you should not be there. Be open to changes 
in approaches to volunteering and endinging relationships if they are no longer community-driven.

2. Clarify and re-clarify expectations | Be clear about expectations and commitments. Is this a 
short-term relationship? Are you in it for the long haul? Write it down and move forward slowly. Keep 
communication constant, reflective, and action-oriented. 

3. Talk about money | Money will matter at some point. Opportunities will pop up, projects will end, 
people will gain and lose income. Be upfront and clear about what is possible and what and where 
you’d like to go in the relationship and how money might influence or impact progress and outcomes.

4. Commit to solidarity and safety | Commit to engaging projects and people through the good and the 
bad, the easy and the hard, to things you are qualified to do, in moments when they make sense. Don’t 
chase poverty and disaster tourism, and always protect the most vulnerable. 

5. Maintain joy | Rethink your relationships and projects if joy cannot be part of them. 



More community&

www.amizade.org • @AmizadeGSL

more empathy&
more social action&
more Fair Trade Learning&
more Amizade.


